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Result of Program Implementation

Achievements in FY2009 (Self Review)

Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

During the year, we held totally three joint seminars with Australia and Sweeden.  A joint seminar with
Australia was held in December 2009 at University of South Australia , and 9 people attended from
Japanese side.  We also held a joint seminar in January 2010 at Uppusala University, and 8 people
attended from Japanese side.  In March 2010, we held a joint seminar with both of the Australia and
Sweeden in collaboration with a international conference at Kawasaki (Japan).  Two students visited
Sweeden (July 2009 and January 2010) to learn the DNA/protein analysis technologies, and one student
visited Australia to learn the evaluation method of the surface properties.  We also atteneded the largest
international conferences (μTAS2010 and MSB2010) to show our activities and collaboration results.

In this final year of the core-to-core program, we targeted to realize single molecule analysis on a
integrated microfluidic chip by incorporating three countries technologies.  Surface patterning method of
DNA was realized in a microfluidic chip by a photochemical reaction.  From the hybridization experiments,
we could cleary observed the surface patterning by fluorescence imaging.  By incorporating the surface
patterning with Rolloing Circle Amplification (RCA) method in Sweeden, we could successfully detected
single DNA molecules in microfluidic channel.  In addition, the capability of quantitative analysis at single
molecule level was successfuly demonstrated.  The three joint seminars were working very effectively for
improving English communication and discussion.  Totally, 16 young researchers and students made oral
presentation and discussion during the joint seminars.  The activity led two students to make oral
presentations in the largest conferences in this area (μTAS2010 and MSB2010).  The enough resuts
were obtained both in collaboration and encouragement of young researchers and students.

From next year, we start new three-year project in collaboration with 5 countries (Sweeden, Switzerland,
Australia, Sigapore, USA).  Based on the results obtained in the core-to-core program, we plan to realize
single cell analytical devices for general biology.  For this purpose, the role of each countries should be
clear: DNA/protein analytical reagents (Sweeden), surface control (Australia), photonic devices
(Singapore), cell mimic vecicles (Switzerland) and nanowire-based sensing device (USA).  New schemes
for educating young researchers and students are also included as internship in IBM Watson Research
Lab and summer camp by inviting young reserchers from world-wide in addition to joint seminars and
student exchange.
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